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ABOUT

OVERVIEW

A CLOSER LOOKHIGHLIGHTS

Steinberger Construction, Inc (SCI) is a 74-year-old, fourth-generation
industrial contractor located north central Indiana.  We provide design
build solutions for heavy industrial clients throughout Indiana and the
surrounding states.  The majority of our work is constructing new, and
remodeling existing manufacturing facilities. We also specialize in
installing large concrete equipment foundations, deep pits and slabs
on grade. To handle smaller projects, SCI runs an in-house service
department. This department is also capable of quickly responding to
urgent customer needs such as roof leaks and damage to structures. 

100% leadership participation 
Certified health coaching 
Fun wellness challenges 
Quarterly lunch & learns 
Flu and Tetanus vaccines
provided by SCI to all
employees  

A safe and healthy workplace 
Strong leadership support of
wellness culture 
Opportunities for community
involvement 
Off-site employee engagement
events 
Friendships with like-minded co-
workers that will last a lifetime 
Encouraged employee input,
involvement and ideas to better
our company 

COMPANY 
Steinberger Construction, Inc. 
 
ACHIEVEWELL RANK 
5 Star, Designated in 2017 
 
HEADQUARTERED 
Logansport, Indiana 
 
NUMBER OF LOCATIONS 
One 
 
INDUSTRY 
Industrial Construction 
 
EMPLOYEE COUNT 
52



PAY IT FORWARD
What’s some advice you’d give to
someone who works in health and
wellness? 

 

Where better to invest than in your

Team?! These types of changes and

cultural shifts don't happen

overnight. Seeing results can take

time and wellness certainly requires

support and tending to because it's

important to keep it current, fun and

easy to do. Also, remember to

communicate wellness to your Team.

 Let them know how wellness is

working for your company. 

Wellness in the workplace is not just about

implementing a program and hoping for the best.  It's

about creating a culture of wellness and continually

educating your Team. Also, wellness isn't one size fits

all; it's always changing and adjusting.  It's important to

stay relevant and engaging. 

  
Kim Pearson 

Director of Employee Engagement and Wellness 
kim.pearson@sciteam.com 

(574) 753-4944

"TAKE IT FROM ME"


